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On the Autonomous Gain and
Phase Tailoring Transfer
Functions of Symmetrically
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A new design concept for a distributed sensor, which was developed based on the
ciple that the strain distribution of an arbitrary finite plate structure can be expresse
the superposition of even and odd strain functions, is presented. The distributed se
adopt a symmetric weighting electrode to match the symmetric distribution of the
parts of the strain in order to introduce a no-phase delay low-pass filter to tailor
sensor transfer function. Both the design concept and the experimental results are de
herein. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1804994#
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Introduction

The concept of using a piezoelectric distributed sensor to ta
sensor transfer functions in the field of flexible structure con
@1,2# has been extensively investigated since the 1980s. Som
the most representative studies include modal sensors@3# and spa-
tial filters @4–6#. These types of distributed sensors take adv
tage of the distributed nature of a piezoelectric lamina to offe
weighting function to the measured sensor signals induced by
structure motion. For example, the modal sensor uses a sh
electrode to match the distribution of a modal strain to pick
only prespecified modal information in order to overcome a sp
over problem@6#. On the other hand, spatial filters offer a n
phase delay low-pass filter to the sensor transfer function by
plying a spatially weighting function to the propagating wave
The difference between a modal sensor and a spatial filter is th
modal sensor matches a specific mode of a finite structure, w
spatial filters, developed in the 1990s, offer the possibility to c
ate a no-phase delay, gain tailored operation to sensors de
within an infinitely long beam structure. The limitation of mod
sensors is that they need to be redesigned for different finite s
tures as the mode shapes are different for different boundary
ditions and it is relatively difficult to implement for high-orde
modes because complex mode shapes and many alternating p
sections exist. In comparison, spatial filters must be placed o
approximately infinite, long beam structure and placed far fr
the boundaries in order to eliminate both the effects of bounda
and evanescent waves because spatial filters are unable to
with such effects. Collins et al. noted that contributions of t
evanescent waves, which emanate from the boundaries and
forced locations@4,5#, can be eliminated by placing the spati
filters away from these locations by a distance of at leastl/2p,
with l as the wavelength. In this approach, the sensor equa
related to the spatial filter only considers the propagating wa
which leads to a mathematical design tool based on the two-s
Laplace transform. In addition, no-phase delay filters have b
proven possible in a spatial domain using this method@4,5# as
long as the sensors are placed far from the boundaries and
from the forced conditions as mentioned above. Collins et al. a
showed that spatial filters suffer additional phase informat
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from the propagating and evanescent waves generated by a
tuator placed near it~not included as part of the original mode
and theory! @5#.

The abovementioned limitations are the underlying reas
why distributed sensors have not been as popular as point sen
Besides having to be redesigned for different structures, the r
ization of a modal sensor is also limited by the existence of n
linear characteristics and a damping effect. Clark and Burke
vestigated the practical limitations toward achieving mod
sensors with theoretical and experimental verifications@7#. Their
results show that a modal sensor will experience some spillove
the sensor transfer function even for the case where there is
presence of only a slight mismatch to the desired modal strain
overcome these shortcomings, Mukherjee and Joshi@8# developed
a design procedure to identify the optimal spatial distribution
the distributed sensor to match the desired modal information w
a finite element method@9# that details how to import structure
characteristics into computer codes in the design process so
minimize the abovementioned limitations of the modal senso
Nonetheless, all of these methodologies face some difficulties
implementation to practical and commercial applications.

In comparison, adopting a spatial filter seems to be easier
the design thinking coincides with that of traditional controll
implementations, which provides a smoother integration with
mainstream thoughts of today’s control engineers. Neverthel
the requirements of having to place spatial filters far from
boundaries of an approximated infinite beam structure impose
rious limitations on its practical use. To circumvent the limitatio
of spatial filters, Hsu and Lee invented a series distributed sen
denoted as an Autonomous Phase-gain ROtation/linear Piezo
tric Optimal Sensing~APROPOS! device @10,11#, which adopts
mathematical tools, such as themethod of imageand weighting
function, to expand structure wave modes into infinite doma
and which offers zero weighting at the boundaries. This appro
takes into account the boundary effects as well as the influenc
evanescent waves, which were previously neglected in spatia
ters, therefore, theAPROPOSdevice has proven to have the ab
ity to introduce a no-phase delay filtering effect for cases, such
small structures, long wavelength domains, and locations nea
on the boundaries: Although theAPROPOSdevice had made sig
nificant advancement toward the development of distributed s
sors, the requirement of zero weighting on the boundaries hin
many applications. In addition to using shaped distributed sen
to perform signal processing in a spatial domain similar to tha
the abovementioned sensors, shaped sensors were also us
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minimize power consumption@12#. It should be noted that the
spatial signal-processing methodology also holds for cases w
inappropriate shape function is involved@13#.

In this article, a design concept for distributed sensors tha
based on matching the symmetric part of strain waves in a fi
structure is detailed. This symmetrically distributed sensor w
developed by adopting the simple fact that all mathematical fu
tions can be divided into an even function and an odd function.
applying spatial integration to piezoelectric lamina, we can util
the mathematical principle that integrates over a real domain
cases where the integrand is a product of two even function
two odd functions and which always leads to a real-value fu
tion. On the other hand, integration over a real domain when
integrand is a product of an even function and an odd func
leads to zero. Thus, it can be shown that symmetrically distribu
sensors provide a symmetric weighting to the strain distribut
that leads to a no-phase delay low-pass filter into the sensor tr
fer function, similar to theAPROPOSdevice concept mentione
above. To denote the property that can introduce a no-phase d
low-pass filter to the sensor transfer function similar to that of
APROPOSdevice, this new class of sensor is denoted as a S
metric APROPOSdevice. It can be shown that a Symmetri
APROPOS-device design concept provides us with a straightf
ward approach that allows it to be placed anywhere on a fi
plate structure under all types of boundary conditions. The bea
of this device is that it need not operate like the APROPOS de
reported by Hsu and Lee@10,11# earlier, which required incorpo
rating mathematical concepts, such asmethod of imageand
weighting function, to deal with the boundary effects and the ev
nescent waves. In addition, it can also act as a point sensor
can measure the local information of a specific point on a str
ture with some predefined prefiltering actions. Due to the simp
ity of its implementation, SymmetricAPROPOSdevices can be
adopted for many practical cases. More specifically, one can
attached directly onto a finite structure without knowing the ch
acteristics of the structure beforehand, which is a key featur
traditional point sensors. Both theoretical derivations and exp
mental results are detailed herein.

Theory of Piezoelectric Laminates
The discovery of piezoelectric effect by Pierre and Jacq

Curie in 1880@14# triggered many important studies and applic
tions. Piezoelectric materials possess a property of genera
charges on the surface electrode when undergoing deformatio
addition, a mechanical strain is induced when an electrical fiel
applied to the piezoelectric material. These reciprocal relati
ships can be clearly identified by using the constitutive equati
written in terms of the IEEE compact matrix notation@15#

Sp5spq
E Tq1dipEi (1a)

Di5dipTq1« i j
T Ej (1b)

where i, j 51;3 andp, q51;6. The first constitutive equation
~1a! shows that both a mechanical stressTq and an electrical field
Ei can induce a mechanical strainSp through the elastic compli-
ance constantSpq

E and the piezoelectric constantdip , respectively.
Equation~1b! shows that both the mechanical stressTq and elec-
trical field Ej can induce an electrical displacementDi through the
piezoelectric constantdip and the permittivity constant« i j

T , re-
spectively. Note that the superscriptsE and T indicate that the
material constants are obtained when theE or T fields are held
constant. A polymeric piezoelectric material polyvinylidene flu
ride (PVF2), first discovered in 1969 by Kawai@16#, was chosen
as the piezoelectric thin sheet to verify the concepts to be
sented in this paper. As PVF2 possesses mm2 symmetry@16,17#,
its piezoelectric constant can be seen is
Journal of Vibration and Acoustics
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F 0 0 0 0 d15 0

0 0 0 d24 0 0

d31 d32 d33 0 0 0
G (2)

Since the distributed sensor in this article used a 52mm thick
PVF2 thin sheet attached onto a 200mm thick standard steel
which served as the flexible structure, a plane stress approx
tion was adopted@17,18#. The surface electrodes can thus
merely placed on thex12x2 plane and only the charges generat
along thex3 direction is measured. Considering the case where
principal axes of the piezoelectric lamina and that of the attac
structure coincide, the constitutive equation~1b! can be reduced to

D35«33
T E31d31P0~x,y!T11d32P0~x,y!T2 (3)

whereP0(x,y) is the relative polarization strength of the piez
electric lamina used with a value between 1 and21. The PVF2
thin sheet used in this research was uniformly polarized throu
out the thickness direction and where the relative polarizat
strengthP0(x,y) was equal to one. Since the PVF2 thin sheet used
as the sensor can only detect charges generated from a thick
direction, Gauss’ Law was adopted to obtain the closed-circ
charge signals detected by the surface electrodes@18#. The charge
signals generated by thekth lamina of a three-layered PVF2-shim
metal-PVF2 laminate with distancezk to the midplane is@18#

qk~ t !5E
S̄
R~x,y!S e31

]u

]x
1e32

]v
]y

1«33
T E3Ddxdy

2zkE
S̄
R~x,y!S e31

]2w

]x2
1e32

]2w

]y2 D dxdy (4)

whereR(x,y) represents the effective surface electrode,u andv
are the in-plane displacement fields in thex andy directions, and
w is the out-of-plane displacement field. Note that the effect
surface electrodeR(x,y) can offer additional design freedom. It i
obvious from Eq.~4! that the effective surface electrode can off
a weighting function to structure strain for both in-plane and o
of-plane motions.

To verify the concept of a SymmetricAPROPOSdevice, a one-
dimensional plate was used where the principal axes of the
tached piezoelectric lamina coincides with the plate. The sen
equation~4! can be further reduced to@3,18#

qk~ t !52zke31E
2a

a

R~x!
]2w

]x2
dx (5)

where2a anda are the boundaries of the PVF2 thin sheet placed
on the one-dimensional plate, with length 2a and origin at the
middle point of the PVF2 thin sheet where it is placed on th
one-dimensional plate. This is the basic sensor equation of b
modal sensors and spatial filters. In other words, one of the m
design concepts for all distributed sensors is to match the st
distribution of the structure. The modal sensor matches the m
strain of a specific modal shape of a finite structure@3#. The spa-
tial filter offers a filter in the spatial domain based on the prop
gating waves in an approximately infinite, long flexible bea
structure@4#. In the next section, it will be detailed how the Sym
metric APROPOSdevice can offer a spatial-filtering effect with
out introducing any phase distortion in the sensor transfer func
by using a symmetrically distributed piezoelectric sensor made
a piezoelectric thin film.

Concept of a SymmetricAPROPOSDevice
The concept of the SymmetricAPROPOSdevice was devel-

oped based on the fact that any mathematical function can
expressed as the superposition of an even function and an
function. In mechanical detection cases, the structure strain di
bution of interest is separated into an even and an odd funct
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 529
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That is, the strain distribution with respect to an arbitrarily defin
location, which is set as the origin on a deformed structure,
comes@19#

«~x!5«e~x!1«o~x! (6)

where«e(x) and«o(x) are the corresponding even and odd fun
tions of the strain«(x). Recalling that the sensor equations
distributed sensors are the integrals of the structure st
weighted by the effective surface electrodeR(x) @see Eq.~5!#, the
sensor equation can be expressed as

E
2a

a

R~x!«~x!dx5E
2a

a

R~x!@«e~x!1«o~x!#dx (7)

The integration range is from2a to a, which is the area covered
by the distributed sensor. For this type of integral, if the integra
is a product of two even functions or two odd functions, a re
value function will result. If the transfer function measured
using a specific sensor is a real value, only a 0° and/or 180° p
change will occur. If the integrand is the product of an even a
an odd function, the integral from2a to a as shown in Eq.~7!
leads to zero. The properties of symmetric functions in integra
had previously been adopted to spatial filters@4,5#. It had been
mentioned by Collins et al. that the dynamic expression of a s
tial filter can be simplified by using a symmetric pattern, whe
this symmetric pattern would make sure the transfer function
the two-sided Laplace transform was a real value and symm
cally distributed in a wave-number domain. Although the spa
filter design attempts to take advantage of the merits of symme
functions, it fails to incorporate the contributions of boundar
and evanescent waves into the design based on a two-s
Laplace transform.

Taking into account all of the above arguments on integrals
odd and even functions and the fact that the effective surf
electrodeR(x) can also be split into an even functionRe(x) and
an odd functionRo(x) @Eq. ~7!#, we find that

E
2a

a

R~x!«~x!dx5E
2a

a

Re~x!«e~x!dx1E
2a

a

Ro~x!«o~x!dx

(8)

It is clear from Eq.~8! that the even and odd parts of the effecti
surface electrodeR(x) match the even and odd functions of th
strain«(x), respectively. More specifically, if the effective surfac
electrode R(x) is an even functionRe(x) @i.e., Re(x)5Re
(2x)], only the symmetric strain«e(x) will be measured and the
resultant of the integral will be a real-value number. Similarly,
odd-function effective surface electrodeRo(x) @i.e., Ro(x)5
2Ro(2x)] will merely measure the anti-symmetric«o(x) and the
integral resultant will also be a real-value number@19#. This con-
cept is very straightforward and does not require taking into c
sideration conditions, such as zero weighting at the boundarie
those of theAPROPOSdevice@10,11#. More specifically, the de-
sign of a SymmetricAPROPOSdevice is based on matching eve
and odd parts of the strain function with a symmetric or an
symmetric effective surface electrode so as to pick up the ma
ing information of the apparent strain distribution. More spec
cally, by choosing the shape of the weighting functionR(x) as
either an even or an odd function, only one of the two terms
the right-hand side of Eq.~8! will remain. That is, the evaluation
of the right-hand side of Eq.~8! will be a single real value~i.e.,
the phase changes can either be 0° or 180°, but not both!. When
we look at Eqs.~7! and ~8!, it appears that this symmetricall
distributed sensor does not resolve the influence of a phase ch
as a real-value number changes from 0° to 180°. This undesir
phase uncertainty arises from the fact that the shape function
both symmetrically and anti-symmetrically distributed sensors
contain either positive or negative parts as determined by its p
tive or negative poling direction. More specifically, a symmet
cally or anti-symmetrically distributed sensor can then disturb
530 Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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phase distribution of the testing structure in a certain freque
range~i.e., several 180° phase jumps will occur!. To eliminate this
phase uncertainty, a SymmetricAPROPOSdevice must be de-
signed without having positive and negative parts~i.e., all poling
directions of the piezoelectric sensor under the Symme
APROPOSdevice need to remain identical!. Similarly, an anti-
SymmetricAPROPOSdevice will have an identical poling direc
tion within the whole positive segment. It is to be noted that t
poling direction of the negative segments, which are on oppo
sides of the targeted origin, is opposite to that of the posit
segments. Adopting this design criterion, the phase of the S
metric APROPOSdevice or anti-Symmetric device is determine
solely by the monitored strain distribution and, thus, will not
influenced by the design of the effective surface electrode. Tha
no 180°-phase shift or jump will appear in the symmetrically d
tributed sensor. The abovementioned no-phase delay assoc
with the gain-tailoring behavior achieved by using a Symme
APROPOSdevice of the same polarization profile is called
autonomous gain-phase behavior.

In the following sections, the SymmetricAPROPOSdevice ap-
plied to a fourth-order structure system was studied theoretic
and experimentally to demonstrate this concept.

Sensor Equation of a SymmetricAPROPOSDevice
The governing equation of a one-dimensional plate can be

written as@20#

D11

]4w~x,t !

]x4
1rA

]2w~x,t !

]t2
50 (9)

whereD11 is the flexural rigidity of the composite plate made b
a three-layered PVF2 shim metal-PVF2 laminate andrA is the
product of densityr and the cross-sectional area of plateA. There
are two ways to solve the general solution. The first one is
using the characteristic polynomials to consider the tim
harmonic excitation cases@i.e., w(x,t)5w(x)ej vt] @4#. The char-
acteristic polynomials can be viewed as the superposition of
fundamental waves~i.e., propagating and evanescent wave!.
More specifically, Eq.~9! can be rewritten as

]4w

]x4
2k4w~x!50 (10)

where

k45
rA

D11
v2 (11)

is the dispersion relationship between the wave numberk and
angular frequencyv. The general solutionw(x,t) for Eqs. ~9!–
~11! can be expressed as@10,20#

w~x,t !5@wlpeikx1wleekx1wrpe2 ikx1wree2kx#ejwt (12)

wherewlp andwrp are the wave-mode amplitudes of the left- a
right-propagating wave modes,wle and wre are the wave-mode
amplitudes of the evanescent wave modes, andj 5(21)1/2. The
second approach to solving the differential equation is to take
normal mode expansion, which considers the displacement
as @20,21#

w~x,t !5(
i 51

`

f i~x!Ai~ t ! (13)

wheref i(x) andAi(t) are the mode shape and modal coordin
of modei. The general solution can be expressed as

w~x,t !5(
i 50

`

$@Ai cosh~ k̄ix!1Bi sinh~ k̄ix!1Ci cos~ k̄ix!

1Di sin~ k̄ix!#Ai~ t !% (14)
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whereAi , Bi , Ci , andDi are the amplitudes forith mode deter-
mined by the boundary conditions. Note that the wave mode
plitudes of the evanescent and propagating waves shown in
~12! are functions of wave numberk̄i only and the structure char
acteristics are embedded in the amplitudes@10#. Mathematically,
the characteristic polynomial uses the four complex wave-m
amplitudes, which are functions of wave numberk, to shift the
phase of these propagating and evanescent waves to matc
boundary conditions. That is, the characteristic polynomial rep
sents the structure characteristics at the wave-number domain
thus, it can be converted back to the frequency domain by u
the dispersion relationship shown in Eq.~11!. On the other hand
the amplitudes for normal mode expansion are real-value num
~i.e., the imaginary part is zero for each mode!. The mathematical
meaning of a normal mode expansion is to multiply the pro
constants to a series of real-value functions to match the boun
conditions. The characteristic of the structure is thus embedde
the modal coordinatesAi(t) for modei. Since only this series o
modal shapes can exist in this finite structure, its motion mus
the superposition of these mode shapes~i.e., the physical meaning
of a normal mode expansion!. One thing that should be noted
that the hyperbolic sine and hyperbolic cosine functions in
~14! are contributed by the evanescent waves, while the sine
cosine functions are from the propagating waves.

Substituting Eq.~14! into the sensor equation of the distribute
sensor on a one-dimensional plate@Eq. ~5!# leads to

qk~ t !52zke31A~ t !E
2a

a

R~x!(
i 51

`

~f ie9 1f ip9 !dx (15)

where f ip5Ci cos(k̄ix)1Di sin(k̄ix) and f ie5Ai cosh(k̄ix)
1Bi sinh(k̄ix) represent the displacement fields contributing fro
the evanescent and propagating waves, respectively. The s
equations from an evenly distributed effective surface electr
Re(x) or an oddly distributed functionRo(x) are

qe~ t !52zke31A~ t !E
2a

a

Re~x!(
i 51

`

~f ie9 1f ip9 !edx (16a)

qo~ t !52zke31A~ t !E
2a

a

Ro~x!(
i 51

`

~f ie9 1f ip9 !odx (16b)

where the subscripte ando represent whether the effective surfa
electrode is either even or odd.

For a symmetric structure, it is well known that the mod
shape is alternatively symmetric and anti-symmetric~i.e., if the
odd modes are symmetric with respect to the middle point, t
the even modes will be anti-symmetric!. For example, a free-free
beam and simply supported beam both satisfy these condit
@22#. SymmetricAPROPOSdevices are generally applicable
these types of structures. The sensor equation of a Symm
APROPOSdevice on a cantilever plate, which is not symmet
with its boundary conditions, is chosen as an example to dem
strate that the SymmetricAPROPOSdevice concept can be ap
plied to a case more general than symmetric structures. The de
of this example can be seen in the following section.

Sensor Equation of a SymmetricAPROPOSDevice on a
Cantilever Plate

The general solution of a one-dimensional plate in terms o
normal mode expansion is@22#

w~x,t !5(
i 50

`

$@cosh~ k̄ix!2s i sinh~ k̄ix!2cos~ k̄ix!

1s i sin~ k̄ix!#Ai~ t !% (17)

wheres i is the resultant wave mode amplitude after being n
malized. Figure 1 is a normalized schematic of a modal str
Journal of Vibration and Acoustics
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expressed in terms of~a! f i9(x), ~b! f ie9 (x), and~c! f ip9 (x) for a
one-dimensional cantilever plate with the origin placed at
middle of the plate, wheref i9(x)5f ie9 (x)1f ip9 (x) is the modal
strain of theith mode as indicated in Eqs.~13! and~14!. Note that
the strainf ie9 (x) is alternatively symmetric and anti-symmetri
with respect to odd and even modes in Fig. 1~b!. On the contrary,
strainf ip9 (x) is alternatively anti-symmetric and symmetric wit
respect to odd and even modes in Fig. 1~c!. This alternating be-
havior shows that symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of
modal strains expressed with respect to middle point of a can
ver plate are actuallyf ie9 (x) and f ip9 (x). For odd modes, the
strainsf ie9 (x) andf ip9 (x) are the even function and the odd fun
tion, respectively. On the other hand, the strainsf ie9 (x) and
f ip9 (x) are the odd function and the even function for even mod

Considering Fig. 1~a!, it is clear that modal shapes are ve
complicated at higher order modes. This is the reason why mo
sensors@3# have not been used at higher-order modes. On
other hand, evanescent waves cannot be neglected for cases
either the strain of interest is located near the boundaries or w
there are low wave numbers@see Fig. 1~b!#. This limitation is the

Fig. 1 Schematic of a modal strain distribution for a one-
dimensional plate in terms of „a… f i9„x …, „b… f ie9 „x …, and „c…
f ip9 „x …
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 531
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reason why spatial filters must be placed far from the bounda
or are used only with high wave numbers@4,5#. It should be men-
tioned that when we discuss low wave numbers, we are com
ing it characteristically to wave numbers of lower modes that c
be transferred to a frequency domain by using a dispersion r
tionship as shown in Eq.~11!. That is, the finite structure can onl
be approximated as an infinite structure at higher-order modes
traditional spatial-filter design. This is the reason why a traditio
spatial-filter design can only be adopted in cases where the se
of interest is much smaller than the structure and is placed
locations far from the boundaries. In comparison, a Symme
APROPOSdevice concept can be adopted to finite structures.

It was mentioned above that symmetric and anti-symme
parts of strain distributions with respect to middle points of
cantilever plate are strain induced byf ie9 (x) andf ip9 (x). A Sym-
metricAPROPOSdevice that matches the symmetric strain at th
symmetric point is detailed herein to clearly show how it work
although there is seldom a need to have the origin of the Symm
ric APROPOSdevice at the middle of the cantilever plate,
practical cases. The strain distribution of this middle point c
certainly be separated into a combination of an even function
an odd function, which reveals the design advantage of a S
metric APROPOSdevice and where the user need not be co
cerned about the placement of the sensor and can apply it dire
without suffering from any additional phase information.

Figure 2 is a schematic of a SymmetricAPROPOSdevice that
matches the symmetric distribution of the strainf ie9 (x) and rejects
the anti-symmetric distribution of the strainf ip9 (x) of the first
mode~i.e., f1p9 ). On the contrary, an anti-symmetric sensor w
match the anti-symmetric distribution of the strainf ip9 (x) and
thereby reject the symmetric distribution of the strainf ie9 (x) of
the first mode~i.e., f1e9 ). An anti-symmetricAPROPOSdevice
can be easily implemented by reverse poling or by flipping o
the piezoelectric thin film. In this approach, the Symmet
APROPOSdevice can offer a weighting function to the magnitud
of the modal strain without introducing any phase delay.

Figure 3 shows one of the possibilities of using a Symme
APROPOSdevice to offer a no-phase delay low-pass filter to t
sensor transfer function in a spatial domain. Recalling that
sensor equation of piezoelectric sensors@Eq. ~5!# is a surface in-
tegral with respect to strain distribution in a spatial domain; t
physical effects of Fig. 3 clearly indicate that spatially distribut
strain information becomes insignificant at higher-order mod
due to cancellation with respect to the tenth propagating st
wave as shown in Fig. 3. In comparison, the variation of the str
waves is slow at the lower-order modes and, therefore, lead
fewer cancellations~see the first propagating strain wave in Fi
3!. This effect implies that distributed sensors have the ability
offer some sort of low-pass filter in a spatial domain. Neverth
less, this simple explanation does not lead to a no-phase

Fig. 2 Schematic of a Symmetric APROPOS device with re-
spect to the first mode
532 Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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or a no-lag behavior. It is only with the introduction of a Sym
metric APROPOSdevice and the integral property of distribute
sensors that a no-phase delay low-pass filter becomes pos
The distributed sensor shown in shaded area in Fig. 3 is one
example.

Figure 4 is a schematic of the concept of the Symme
APROPOSdevice, whereG0(s) is the original transfer function of
the cantilever plate~thick gray line!, Gs(s) is the sensor transfe
function that has been tailored by the SymmetricAPROPOSde-
vice ~thin dark line!, andFl(s) is the transfer function of a low-
pass filter~dashed-dot line!. In the case where the low-pass filte
is made by using an electrical filter, an additional phase delay
inevitably be introduced to the sensor transfer functionGE(s)
~dashed line!. Similar to what was reported about spatial filte
@4,5#, modal sensors@3#, APROPOSdevices@10,11#, such as the
SymmetricAPROPOSdevice presented in this article, provide u
with an easy alternative toward implementing a ‘‘signa
processing filter’’ that does not suffer from phase delay when g
tailoring is implemented. More specifically, if a no-phase de
low-pass filter can be developed by using any of the distribu
sensor approaches mentioned above, the phase distribution o

Fig. 3 Schematic of a Symmetric APROPOS device with re-
spect to the first mode „thick line … and tenth mode „thin line …

Fig. 4 Effect of a symmetric distributed sensor using a Bode
Plot, where G0„s … is the original transfer function of the canti-
lever plate „thick gray line …, Gs„s … is the sensor transfer func-
tion that has been tailored by the Symmetric APROPOS device
„thin dark line …, Fl„s … is the transfer function of a low-pass filter
„dashed-dot line …, and GE„s … is the phase distribution of the
sensor transfer function filtered by an electrical filter „dashed
line …
Transactions of the ASME
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sensor transfer function will remain the same~thin dark line!.
Examining this issue from this signal-processing perspective, p
vides us with a powerful design freedom, achievable by using
abovementioned spatial domain approaches to enhance phase
gin, usable bandwidth, sensitivity, and frequency selectivity o
piezoelectric system. In other words, this line of thought provid
us with a way to circumvent the limitation imposed by the Bod
gain-phase theorem, which clearly dictates the gain and ph
relationship for all noncausal systems. Therefore, we know tha
using a SymmetricAPROPOSdevice to control a flexible struc-
ture, the phase margin can be easily enhanced. In other word
no-phase delay compensator can be induced into the spatia
main before the control loop. In summary, in the case wher
SymmetricAPROPOSdevice matches the symmetric property
strain waves, a no-phase delay low-pass filter can be introdu
This symmetrically distributed sensor can be used with fin
structures and for low wave-number regimes. It should be m
tioned that the SymmetricAPROPOSdevice can be placed at an
location on a finite one-dimensional plate structure directly.
next section, a SymmetricAPROPOSdevice made by an expo
nential function will be detailed.

Implementation of a Symmetrically Distributed Piezo-
electric Sensor

Consider the case of a SymmetricAPROPOSdevice developed
by using an evenly distributed effective surface electrode w
respect to the origin located at the middle point of the cantile
plate @see Fig. 5~a!#. It should be noted that the Symmetri
APROPOSdevice was also implemented symmetrically with r
spect to they-axis to eliminate the rotation behavior of the can
lever plate@3#. Since the symmetric exponential functione2auxu

has been proven to offer a second-order pole in a wave-num
domain and in one order pole frequency domain by Hsu and

Fig. 5 „a… Schematic of a symmetric piezoelectric distributed
sensor, „b… Schematic of the effect of a Symmetric APROPOS
device
Journal of Vibration and Acoustics
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in 2002 @10,11#, this exponential function was used as the ba
spatial function of the SymmetricAPROPOSdevice, i.e.,

Re~x!5e2auxu@H~x1a!2H~x2a!# (18)

where the Heaviside step function is used to illustrate the S
metric APROPOSdevice is a finite distributed sensor within dis
tance 2a. This sensor is placed between2a to a, with length 2a,
and wherea is the prespecified corner wave number of the n
phase delay low-pass filter. Substituting this Symmet
APROPOS device and the displacement field of the on
dimensional cantilever plate@Eq. ~17!# into the sensor equation
~15!, the sensor transfer function becomes

q~ t !52zke31(
i 51

`

Ai~ t !H af̄ ip

a21ki
2

1
af̄ ie

a22ki
2J (19)

where

f̄ ie52f ie9 ~0!2ae2aa@f ie9 ~a!1f ie9 ~2a!#

2ki
2e2aa@f ie8 ~a!2f ie8 ~2a!# (20a)

f̄ ip52f ip9 ~0!2ae2aa@f ip9 ~a!1f ip9 ~2a!#

1ki
2e2aa@f ip8 ~a!2f ip8 ~2a!# (20b)

It is shown in Fig. 1~b! that the strainf ie9 (x) is symmetric and
anti-symmetric for odd and even modes with respect to the mid
point ~i.e., the origin!. Since both the integral and the derivative
an even or an odd function become odd or even, respectively@23#,
and the fields that represent the evanescent bending angle d
mation are the integral of the corresponding evanescent s
fieldsf ie9 , they will be anti-symmetric and symmetric for odd an
even modes with respect to the middle point. On the other ha
the propagating bending angle fieldsf ip8 are symmetric and anti-
symmetric for odd and even modes with respect to the mid
point. It is obvious from Eqs.~19! and ~20! that this Symmetric
APROPOSdevice will reject the strainf ip9 and the displacemen
f ip8 in an odd mode, and in the case of an even mode,f ie9 andf ie8
will be rejected by this SymmetricAPROPOSdevice. More spe-
cifically, the first and second terms of Eq.~20a!, i.e., f ie9 (0) and
@f ie9 (a)1f ie9 (2a)#, will be zero because the evanescent str
f ie9 is an odd function, and the third term@f ie8 (a)2f ie8 (2a)# is
also zero as the evanescent bending angle is an even function
the contrary, the contributions of the odd mode in Eq.~20b! are
zeros due to the distribution of the anti-symmetric propagat
strain f ip9 and symmetric propagation bending anglef ip8 . The
sensor equations of this SymmetricAPROPOSdevice for odd and
even modes can then be written as

qodd mode~ t !52zke31(
i 51

`

Ai~ t !
af̄ ie

a22ki
2

(21a)

qeven mode~ t !52zke31(
i 51

`

Ai~ t !
af̄ ip

a21ki
2

(21b)

Substituting the dispersion relationship of a one-dimensional p
@Eq. ~11!#, Eq. ~19! can be further transferred to the frequen
domain

q~ t !5zke31S D11

rA D 1/2

(
i 51

`

Ai~ t !
a

ā1v
$f̄ ip1f̄ ie% (22)

where ā is the transferred corner frequency. This is a220 dB/
decade no-phase delay low-pass filter without any phase dela
the frequency domain. Note that the strain of the originf i9(0) will
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 533
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be measured in the sensor transfer function@see Eq.~20!#. Thus
the SymmetricAPROPOSdevice is a distributed sensor that ca
monitor the local characteristics of a specific point on the attac
structure, which is identical to the targeted origin used inAPRO-
POSdevices@10#. In the next section, it will be shown that th
SymmetricAPROPOSdevice is the only point sensor that ca
really measure the strain information of a specific point on a o
dimensional plate structure. Consider again Eq.~20!, where the
second and the third terms are the local information at the bou
aries of the SymmetricAPROPOSdevice, we see that the Sym
metric APROPOSdevice measures the local characteristics of
origin coupled with the no-phase delay filtering effects induced
the sensor and the boundary effects. Figure 5~b! shows the char-
acteristics of this SymmetricAPROPOSdevice expressed in Eq
~22!, where the symmetrically shaped decaying electrodee2auxu

offers a no-phase filtering effectG(v)5a/(ā1v) in a frequency
domain. On the other hand, the boundaries of this distributed
sors that measures the structure characteristics of these two
locations (f ie9 , f ip9 , f ie8 , and f ip8 at x5a and 2a) and the
middle of the distributed sensor@f ie9 (0)1f ip9 (0)#, which is the
targeted origin and retrieves the strain information of this spec
point, are the two primary contributing factors for this Symmet
APROPOSdevice. The general solution related to the charge
duced by the SymmetricAPROPOSdeviceqs(t) can thus be ex-
pressed from Eq.~16a! as

qs~ t !5zke31S D11

rA D 1/2

(
i 51

`

Ai~ t !$f i9~0!1@Be~a,t !

1Be~2a,t !#%G~v! (23a)

where G(v) is the induced no-phase delay low-pass filter, a
Be(a,t) and Be(2a,t) are the measured symmetric part of t
strain on the boundary of the sensor. Similarly, the general s
tion related to the charge induced by the anti-symme
APROPOSdevice can be expressed from~16b! as

qa~ t !5zke31S D11

rA D 1/2

(
i 51

`

Ai~ t !$f i9~0!

1@Bo~a,t !1Bo~2a,t !#%G~v!, (23b)

where Bo(a,t) and Bo(2a,t) are the measured anti-symmetr
part of the strain on the boundary of the sensor. Note that both
symmetric and anti-symmetricAPROPOSdevice can monitor the
local strain of the targeted originf i9(0). This is due to the fact
that both the symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of the strain
defined with respect to the origin. More specifically, only the o
gin is the location that cannot be separated into an even func
and/or an odd function.

It should be mentioned that the even and odd functions of
strain with respect to an arbitrary location on a structure canno
identical to the one at the middle point of the cantilever pl
because the normal modes are only alternatively even and od
the middle point. Nevertheless, this alternating even-and-o
function phenomenon also holds for nodal and anti-nodal po
of modal strain distribution. For example, one quarter of the
length of a cantilever plate is a nodal point for the third mode a
can also satisfy the abovementioned conditions.

In summary, in the case where the SymmetricAPROPOSde-
vice matches the symmetric part of the modal strain, a no-ph
delay low-pass filter can be introduced. When operating in a fi
domain, a SymmetricAPROPOSdevice does not offer zero
weighting at the boundaries of the finite structure. In the n
section, the concept of expanding a symmetricAPROPOSdevice
concept to a new and innovative point sensor will be detailed

Symmetric APROPOSDevice as a Point Sensor
Considering Eq.~20a!, which indicates that a SymmetricAP-

ROPOSdevice can monitor the local strain at the origin, we s
534 Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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that the term 2f ie9 (0) is much larger than the sum of the seco
and third terms ae2aa@f ie9 (a)1f ie9 (2a)#2ki

2e2aa@f ie8 (a)
2f ie8 (2a)#, which is a type of point sensor. More specifically,
a is small when compared to the wavelength of interest@see Fig.
5~b!#, then f ie9 (0), f ie9 (a), and f ie9 (2a) are of the same orde
per Fig. 3. That is, 2f ie9 (0)@ae2aa@f ie9 (a)1f ie9 (2a)#
2ki

2e2aa@f ie8 (a)2f ie8 (2a)# will hold if e2aa!2 or a@
2 ln(2)/a. Similarly, this condition holds when considering th
propagating wave case shown in Eq.~20b!. The sensor equation o
the SymmetricAPROPOSdevice can then be simplified to

q~ t !5zke31S D11

rA D 1/2

(
i 51

`

Ai~ t !f i9~0!
a

ā1v
(24)

which is a distributed sensor that can measure the local strai
the origin coupled with a no-phase delay low-pass filter. This
identical to the concept of the targeted origin in anAPROPOS
device. The only limitation is that the SymmetricAPROPOSde-
vice cannot measure the local characteristic at the boundaries
finite structure.

In comparison with anAPROPOSdevice @10#, a Symmetric
APROPOSdevice does not require adopting the concept
method of imageor the superposition of a distributed sensor
offer zero weighting at the boundaries of the effective surfa
electrode as well as mapping the domain to an infinite dom
The SymmetricAPROPOSdevice is more straightforward, a
only a symmetric effective surface electrode is needed.
APROPOSdevice ~which is different from a SymmetricAPRO-
POS device!, does not require thata@2 ln(2)/a because in an
APROPOSdevice, the spatial weighting is zero at the boundari
Physically, the requirement of the SymmetricAPROPOSdevice
~i.e., e2aa!2), is reduced to the spatial weighting at the boun
aries of the effective surface electrode. Thus, the strain infor
tion of the targeted origin can be emphasized against that of
boundaries due to the induced spatial weighting factor. It sho
be noted that this concept also holds for anti-symmetricAPRO-
POSdevices because they also measure the local characteristi
the targeted origin and monitor the anti-symmetric part of
structure information at their boundaries@Eq. ~23b!#. Consider the
case where the anti-symmetricAPROPOSdevice monitors the
local strain. This is quite similar to that of SymmetricAPROPOS
devices because the conditione2aa!2 holds. Physically, this
condition corresponds to the case where the spatial weightin
the boundaries is small when compared to the targeted origin,
the sensor is small in size when compared to the wavelength
this situation, the sensor equation shows that an anti-symm
APROPOSdevice, acting like a point sensor, is identical to E
~24!, which is also identical to a symmetricAPROPOSdevice.

Traditionally, a small uniform sensor is treated as a point sen
that measures the local information of the location placement@24#.
The various commercialized strain gages are the most repres
tive products@25#. However, these types of sensors are limited
the assumption that the strain covered by this type of point se
is uniform. This rule will not apply if the strain distribution is
not uniform. This effect can be easily shown in the followin
example.

Consider a uniform piezoelectric sensor with its effective s
face electrode as

R~x!5H~x1a!2H~x2a! (25)

where the origin of the uniform sensor is placed at the mid
point of a cantilever plate. Substituting Eq.~25! into Eq. ~15!, we
obtain

q~ t !52zke31(
i 51

`

Ai~ t !$@f ie8 ~b!2f ie8 ~2b!#

1@f ip8 ~b!2f ip8 ~2b!#% (26)
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This equation shows that this uniform sensor measures the a
difference between the boundaries. That is, the uniform se
matches the anti-symmetric mode in terms of angle and can
perceived as a clear representation of the concept of a Symm
APROPOSdevice. Note that the uniform sensor does not rea
measure the actual local strain information of a single point
measures the difference of the bending angles of its bounda
which equals the strain only in the case where uniform strain
present. More specifically, a traditional strain gage is not real
sensor that measures local strain in a rigorous mechanical sen
is a sensor that measures the difference of the bending angl
the cantilever case as mentioned here. It should be noted tha
uniform sensor does not introduce any additional filtering effec
the transfer function of the structure. It is clear from the compa
son of Eqs.~23! and ~26! that the SymmetricAPROPOSdevice
mentioned above matches the strain information of the struc
and the uniform sensor measures the difference between ben
angles at the boundaries. In order to make a fair compariso
constant 203 log10(k) must be added to the uniform sensor tran
fer function as expressed in a wave-number domain. From
dispersion relationship@i.e., Eq. ~11!#, the constant becomes 1
3 log10(v) if the transfer function expressed in the frequency d
main is to be compared as a result of the dispersion relations
With the introduction of the abovementioned constants, the th
retical prediction related to the no-phase delay low-pass filter
troduced between the SymmetricAPROPOSdevice and the uni-
form sensor can then be experimentally verified herein.

Experiment Setup
To experimentally verify the concept of a Symmetr

APROPOSdevice, a 140 mm~L!322 mm ~W!30.02 mm thick
stainless steel shim in a one-dimensional cantilever plate con
ration was chosen as the test bed for the finite structure con
ration. Two layers of 52mm thick PVF2 laminae with their elec-
trical ground connections facing outside@3# were attached to eac
side of the cantilever plate. Coaxial cables were used to elimin
the influence of EMI~electromagnetic interference! in order to
obtain experimental data of a good signal-to-noise ratio. As
normal mode expansions of a one-dimensional cantilever p
can be directly separated into even and odd functions with res
to the middle point, the axes and origin of choice are shown
Fig. 5~a!. A SymmetricAPROPOSdevice, designed by conside
ing the structural base, was attached to one side of the structu

R~x!5e24uxu@H~x10.05!2H~x20.05!# (27)

which serves as the effective surface electrode. The corner w
number was chosen to be 4, which is lower than the character
wave number of the first mode. The length of the Symme
APROPOSdevice was 100 mm long. The other side was a u
form sensor with

R~x!5H~x10.07!2H~x20.07! (28)

which, as the effective surface electrode, is attached to the o
side of the stainless steel shim to serve as the comparative se
The experiment setup and sensor placement are shown in
5~a! and 6. The photonic sensor@26# and an accelerometer wer
used to measure the excitation of the shaker at a low- and h
frequency regime, respectively. The sensor transfer function of
uniform sensor was measured by using the accelerometer to
sure the excitation of the shaker as the reference signal. The t
fer function obtained is shown as the gray line in Fig. 7. We to
the resonance frequency of the uniform sensor as the referen
retrieve all related material properties~Fig. 7!. For example, the
material propertyD11/rA was found to be 0.101846 and the co
ner frequency of the low-pass filter was then calculated to b
Journal of Vibration and Acoustics
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Hz. Looking at Eq.~22!, the transfer function of the symmetric
APROPOSdevice expressed in a frequency domain becomes

q~ t !520.319133zke31(
i 51

`

Ai~ t !
4

51v
$f̄ ie1f̄ ip% (29)

Figure 7 shows the transfer function of the SymmetricAPROPOS
device ~black line! and the uniform sensor~gray line!, both of
which are interfaced with a charge amplifier as the interface
cuit and where the accelerometer output is used as the refer
signal. Note that 103 log10(v) was added to the transfer functio
of the uniform sensor to make a fair comparison due to the d
ference in physical quantities measured. It is obvious from Fig
that a no-phase delay low-pass filter can be successfully im
mented into a sensor transfer function.

To further experimentally verify a no-phase delay low-pass
ter as induced by the design of a SymmetricAPROPOSdevice,
the transfer function was measured with respect to the unifo
sensor directly. Figure 8 shows the ratio between the transfer fu
tion of the symmetric APROPOS device and that of the unifo
sensor, which cancel out the structure transfer function. T
clearly demonstrates the filtering effect of the Symmet
APROPOSdevice. The interface circuits of the uniform sens
and SymmetricAPROPOSdevice were chosen to be a charg
amplifier and current amplifier due to the availability of the in

Fig. 6 Experiment setup of a symmetric piezoelectric sensor

Fig. 7 Transfer function of a symmetric distributed sensor
„dark line … versus an uniform sensor „gray line …
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 535
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struments at hand. The experimental results obtained are show
Fig. 8. Since the corner frequency was 5 Hz, the transfer func
was measured by using two frequency bands to clearly dem
strate the data. From 1 to 10 Hz, a 100 points measurement
sensitivity 2 nA/V was used as the current amplifier. From 10
100 Hz, a 500 points measurement with sensitivity 100 nA/V w
used as the current amplifier. A 33.9794 dB was added from 1
100 Hz to eliminate the difference between the sensitivities of
interface circuit. As the current amplifier induces a one-order h
pass filter to the transfer function when compared to that of
charge amplifier, a 203 log10(v) and 90° must be added by mu
tiplying the transfer function. In addition, 103 log10(v) was
added to the numerator of the transfer function to transfer
uniform sensor output so as to have a compatible physical q
tity when compared to that of a symmetricAPROPOSdevice.
Thus, a2103 log10(v) and290° must be added to the gain an
the phase of the transfer function of the uniform sensor to co
pensate for the additional gain and phase induced by the cu
amplifier. Note that the obtained data clearly demonstrates
there is a no phase delay introduced by this low-pass filter~i.e.,
the symmetricAPROPOSdevice can successfully be implement
to finite structures of low wave numbers!.

Conclusions
Both theoretical and experimental results were obtained

verify the concept of SymmetricAPROPOSdevices. A Symmetric
APROPOSdevice circumvents the limitations faced by mod
sensors, spatial filters, andAPROPOSdevices. Combining the un
derstanding that any strain function can be separated into even
odd functions and that corresponding mathematical theorems
late to integrals of even and odd functions across a symme
region with respect to the origin, SymmetricAPROPOSdevices
are shown to be applicable to any finite one-dimensional p
structure, even for cases with low frequency ranges. By match
symmetric and anti-symmetric properties of a strain distribution
no-phase delay low-pass filter can be easily implemented to
sensor transfer function. This newly developed concept is ap
cable directly to different one-dimensional plate structures
can certainly be extended to other finite structures without
glecting the contributions of evanescent waves. Applying t
newly developed concept to the field of flexible structure cont
SymmetricAPROPOSdevices can increase the gain margin of t
control loop. The stability of the system can then be easily
hanced. On the other hand, SymmetricAPROPOSdevices can
serve as point sensors that measure the local structure inform

Fig. 8 Transfer function of a no-phase delay low-pass filter
introduced by a symmetric piezoelectric distributed sensor
536 Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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of the structure. It has been proven that symmetric piezoelec
distributed sensors can distinguish evanescent and propag
waves by matching symmetric and anti-symmetric properties
these strain waves. In summary, for a finite one-dimensional p
structure, SymmetricAPROPOSdevices can introduce a no-phas
delay low-pass filter to the sensor transfer function by match
symmetric properties of the strain waves at any location on
structure of interest except at its boundaries.
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